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Sammanfattning 
 

De produkter som företaget tillverkar används i huvudsak inom ett område av 
branschen där fel som leder till stopp i produktionen kan vara ganska dyrt. Detta 
gör testning av produkterna viktiga och tester kan också ge indikationer om 
kvaliteten på produkterna.  
Företaget är i en fas där man utvecklar en ny produktlinje som ska stödja alla 
befintliga och framtida produkter. I denna fas har man beslutat att alla produkterna 
ska använda ett gemensant ramverk för enhetstestning och även använda ett 
gemensamt byggsystem för samtliga produkter. En del av examensarbetet var att 
undersöka och utvärdera olika ramverk för enhets testning och verktyg för 
byggsystem. De ramverk som utvärderades var CppUnit, cfix, NUnit, Boost test 
library, unitTest++ och CxxTest. Utvärderingen ledde fram till att CppUnit 
rekommenderades till företaget. Verktyg som utvärderades för byggsystem var 
MSBuild, NAnt, Automated Build Studio och Cruise Control .Net. För byggsystem 
rekommenderas MSBuild i kombination med Cruise Control .Net ifall företaget är 
intresserade av den extra funktionalitet som Cruise Control .Net har att erbjuda. 
Företaget har även ett intresse av att utvärdera den nuvarande testprocessen och 
identifiera förbättringar som ett led i att befintliga produkter skall följa en 
gemensam testprocess. För att kunna identifiera dessa förbättringar utfördes en 
litteraturstudie över fyra stycken test process förbättrings ramverk (Test Process 
Improvent, Test Maturity Model integrated, Minimal Test Practice Framework och 
Test Improvement Model). Utav dessa fyra ramverk så valdes Test Process 
Improvement (TPI) ut som en hjälp för att identifiera förbättringar. Med hjälp av 
TPI utfördes en begränsad bedömning av företagets mogenhetsgrad på tre 
produkter, där två av produkterna har en låg mogenhetsgrad. Resultat av 
förbättringsåtgärderna kan sammanfattas med att man bör harmonisera 
dokument, standardisera och dokumentera olika processer. 
Som en sista del i examensarbetet så utvärderades möjligheten att automatisera 
testning på två av produkternas grafiska användargränssnitt med programmet 
TestComplete. För en av produkterna blev resultatet att det fungerade 
tillfredställande och för den andra produkten så fungerade det inte alls. Resultatet 
blev rekommendationer för hur företaget borde gå vidare med automatisering av 
testnig på det grafiska användargränssnittet. 
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Abstract 
 

The products The Company manufactures are used in an area of the industry 
where errors leading to a stop in production can be quite expensive. Therefore are 
testing of the products important and the tests can also give indications about the 
quality of the products. 
The Company is in a phase where they are developing a new product line to 
support all existing and future products. In this phase, it was decided that all 
products will use a common framework for unit testing and a common build 
system for all products. One part of the thesis was to investigate and evaluate 
different frameworks for unit testing and tools for a build system. The unit test 
framework that were evaluated are Cppunit, cfix, NUnit, Boost test library, Unit 
Testing++ and CxxTest. The result of the evaluation was that CppUnit were 
recommended. For the build system MSBuild, NAnt, Automated Build Studio and 
Cruise Control .NET were evaluated. The recommended tools for a build system is 
MSBuild in combination with Cruise Control .Net if The Company is interested in 
the functionality Cruise Control .Net has to offer. 
The Company also has an interest in evaluating the current test processes and 
identify improvements as a part of The Company’ s objective were all products 
should follow a common test process. In order to identify these improvements a 
literature study of four test process improvement frameworks (Test Process 
Improvement, Test Maturity Model Integrated, Minimal Test Practice Framework 
and Test Improvement Model) were carried out. Out of these four frameworks Test 
Process Improvement (TPI) were chosen to assist when identifying improvements. 
With the help of TPI a limited assessment took place to give indications about the 
test maturity for three of The Company’s products where two of the products had 
low maturity. Results of the improvement measures can be summed up with the 
need to harmonize the documents, standardize and document the various 
processes. 
As a last part of the thesis the possibility to automate testing of two of the products 
graphical user interfaces with the program Test Complete were investigated. For 
one of the products the result was that it worked satisfactorily and for the other 
product it did not work at all. This resulted in recommendations for how The 
Company should proceed with automated testing of the graphical user interface. 
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1 Definitions and acronyms 

ABS: Automatic Build Studio 

Fixture: is a fixed state that has to be set up before executing the tests 

GUI: Graphical User Interface 

HMI: Human Machine Interface 

IDE: Integrated Development Environment 

MPTF: Minimal Test Practice Framework 

MSBuild: Microsoft Build Engine 

SDK: Software Development Kit 

Test case: A test case is a set of test data, test program and its expected result and will 
determine if the program or system under test is working correctly or not 

Test suite: A collection of test cases that are related together 

The Company: The Company is a division in a major multinational company where this 
thesis is carried out. 

TIM: Test Improvement Model 

TMMI: Test Maturity Model Integrated 

TPI: Test Process Improvement 

UML: Unified Modeling Language 

VS: Visual Studio 

XML: Extensible Markup Language 
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2 Introduction 

The products The Company (The Company is a division in a major multinational company 
where this thesis is carried out) produces are mainly used within an area of the industry 
where faults that lead to a production stop can be fairly expensive. This makes testing of 
the products important and testing can also give indications about the quality of the 
products. The Company desires to increase the maturity of their test process, today the 
test process of the products differs partly and some products have a more mature test 
process than other products. The reason the test processes differs from each other is that 
the products have been developed in different departments and now the development for 
these products have been transferred to one department. One of the goals for The 
Company is that all the products should follow the same test process and this thesis is a 
step towards this goal.  

The Company is also in a phase were they are developing a new component based 
platform for the product line. The product line consists of The Company’s products (in this 
report we only cover Product B and Product C) except for product A. For this new platform 
The Company wishes to evaluate different test and build tools. 

The purpose for this thesis can be divided in different goals: 

• Evaluate different unit test frameworks and recommend one framework for The 
Company to be used with the new platform 

• Evaluate different build tools for a future build system and recommend one of the 
evaluated tools to be implemented with the new platform 

• Make an assessment of the current test processes and identify appropriate and 
viable improvements of the current system test processes 

• Evaluate test automation of the HMI (Human Machine Interface) with a test 
automation tool called TestComplete to see if there are any benefits of automate 
testing of the HMI, share our experiences of using TestComplete and also give 
recommendations for further work. 

The outline for the thesis is as follows: section 3 will give a brief introduction to testing, 
section 4 contains the unit test evaluation, section 5 describes the evaluation of the build 
tools, section 6 contains the assessment of the current test processes and identified test 
improvements and section 7 describing Test Automation of the HMI. 
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3 Testing 

This section will introduce some basic knowledge about testing for the reader so that it will 
be easier to understand and read this thesis. 

3.1 Testing Methods 

The test levels presented here can all be used during unit-, integration- and system 
testing. 

• Black box testing (1) is when the testers has no knowledge about the internal 
structure of the program or system under test and treats it as a black box. The 
tester selects valid and invalid data and tests the functionality against the 
specification. 

• White box testing (1) is also called structural testing. In this type of testing the 
tester has knowledge about the internal structure of the program or system. With 
the knowledge about the internal structure the test designer can design test cases 
that cover as much as possible of the paths in the source code. 

• Grey box testing (1) is about when the tester treats the program or system under 
test as a black box but have knowledge about the internal structure. With the 
knowledge of the internal structure a lot of tests will be eliminated. 

3.2 Testing levels 

Testing can be divided into different levels and are to be executed on different stages 
during the development. 

• Unit testing is “Testing of individual units or groups of related units” according to 
IEEE standard (2) and in (3) Andrew Hunt writes “A unit test is a piece of code 
written by a developer that exercises a very small, specific area of functionality in 
the code being tested”. Today there exist many different unit testing frameworks 
that have been developed to simplify the process of unit testing. 

• Integration testing After the units is tested, they are put together in small sub-
system and each of the subsystems is tested to evaluate the integration between 
units, this is called integration testing (4).  

• System Testing Each of the sub-systems in the integration is put together into 
one system, and the related hardware is added. This should be as close to the real 
product that the customer will use. This part of testing is called system testing (4). 

• Acceptance Testing “Formal testing conducted to determine whether or not a 
system satisfies its acceptance criteria and to enable the customer to determine 
whether or not to accept the system “ (2). 

• Regression testing “Selective retesting of a system or component to verify that 
modifications have not caused unintended effects and that the system or 
component still complies with its specified requirements” (2). 

• GUI testing Graphical user interface testing (5) is when testing the applications 
user interface to determine that it behaves as expected and test how the 
application will handle the sequences of actions the user will do with the keyboard 
and mouse. It also tests how the application present buttons, screen text, menus, 
dialog boxes etc. This is very time consuming to do manually and is best done with 
an automation tool since the number operations can be huge in a large application. 

3.3 Code Coverage 

Code coverage (6) is measure of how well tested a piece of code is. Code coverage can 
help identify parts of the code that not have been tested. Measures can be taken in 
different ways: 
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• Statement/line Coverage indicates which statements that have been executed. 

• Decision/branch Coverage measures if different branches (if, while statements 
for example) evaluate both to true and false during the tests. It is important to test 
different decisions points during a test execution for better test coverage. 

• Condition Coverage This checks if all the Boolean values in the sub-expressions 
have generated both true and false. An expression can contain of one or more 
sub-expressions that is divided by logical AND or OR. 

• Path Coverage This measure if all of the possible paths are covered, here there is 
a problem with infeasible paths. Loops are another problem, since sometimes 
there are impossible to test all the possible paths. 

• Function Coverage measure that if all functions have been executed during the 
tests. 
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4 Unit testing 

4.1 Introduction 

At The Company no unit tests have been implemented on the product line, for Product A 
unit test have been implemented. With the implementation of a component based platform 
for the product line, which are to be released in the near future The Company has decided 
that unit testing is going to be implemented with the new platform and the goal of this 
chapter is to recommend a Unit Test framework to be used at The Company. 

The Company’s requirements on unit-testing frameworks are 

• Development of the component based system is going to be implemented in native 
C++ code so the framework must support native C++ code 

• The framework should have support for Microsoft Windows CE platform 

• The development of the C++ code is going to be developed on the Microsoft Visual 
Studio 2005 IDE (Integrated development environment), so it is desired that the 
test framework has good integration with Visual Studio 

• To minimize the risk of start using a small framework that might eventually get 
poorly maintained the framework should be well established 

• For automation and integration with a build server the framework also need to be 
able to generate a report that can be investigated by responsible people after the 
test run 

The outline for the section is as follows: Section 4.2 describes a literature survey of what 
to take into account when implementing unit testing and some good practices, Section 4.3 
contains two interviews, Section 4.4 describes the evaluation of the unit test frameworks, 
Section 4.5 contains a summary of the evaluation and finally Section 4.6 concludes this 
chapter with the results. 

 

4.2 Literature survey 

This section will cover what can be good to take into account when implementing unit 
testing, it will also describe some good practices found in the literature on unit testing. 

In Systematic software testing (7) Craig writes that education of the developers is needed 
to implement effective unit testing. The developers need to learn some general testing 
methodologies and testing techniques as well as get familiar with the tools that are going 
to be used in the production. Craig (7) also says that it can be good to create samples of a 
minimum set of documentation files that is going to be included for every test project. The 
samples can be what to test, test design, how to report an error etc.  

Many companies do not have a strategy for unit testing which also is stated in (8). Instead 
the developers set the standard for unit testing which can lead to varying practices, if a 
company has an vague definition on unit testing it can lead to an inconsistent unit testing.  

As Hunt mentions in the book Pragmatic Unit Testing (3) the test needs to be written at a 
professional level, if the tests are not properly written the test might be time consuming to 
maintain and debug. Unit test should test everything that is likely to break, it should be 
repeatable and independent from other test and produce the same result every time it is 
running. In Pragmatic Unit Testing (3) six areas are specified that are good to have in 
mind when writing tests.  

• Validate the results  

• Check the boundary conditions 

• Check the inverse relationship because some methods can be checked by 
applying their logical inverse 
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• Cross check results using other means, for example use another algorithm and 
see if the same results are produced 

• Try to force errors to happen by simulating real world errors 

• Check if the performance conditions are within bounds. 

After a successful build it is important to run unit test before checking in code to the 
version control system which also Hunt mentions in (3). Error and failures should be 
reported so that units that cause more trouble than other units can be treated in some way 
if possible. A good practice according to Craig in (7) is to integrate unit testing with a build 
system that will run the unit test after a successful build and have a report generated 
automatically, this will also help find units that contain most of the bugs because 
developers rather fix their bugs rather than reveal them. 

Code coverage can be helpful because it can reveal code that is unaddressed by the unit 
tests. This will let the developer design new cases that can address that code as well 
which will lead to more confident that the unit is well tested. But as Craig writes in (7) that 
it is important to design some test cases before running the code coverage so that the 
benefits of the functional testing don’t get lost. 

It is also desired that the unit test framework can be integrated with the IDE (Integrated 
Development Environment) to give fast response to the developer when running the tests, 
the developer should be notified with information what tests failed and where the 
error/failure is (3). 

4.3 Interviews 

To get an overview of how other divisions within the same business group as The 
Company have implemented unit testing and what kind of tools they have chosen we 
contacted Division 1 and Division 2 for an interview to see if they have any experience we 
could take advantage of. 

Division 1 

For unit testing Division 1 use nUnit for C# and for C++ Division 1 developed an in-house 
unit testing tool. Every developer run their unit test and coverage tests and it are up to 
themselves to decide when they are satisfied with the test/coverage and check in code to 
the repository. Division 1 also stated that nUnit and nCover is working ok today. 

Division 1 has not been doing any research or evaluation about different unit testing 
frameworks for the future. So far Division 1 just picked one framework that is well known.  

Division 2 

At Division 2, an in-house script based testing framework has been developed. For writing 
a test it takes a lot of code and is very time consuming. Division 2 realized that this is not 
working any good so they are in a phase to start using CppUnit for testing their 
components/units and eventually stop using their in-house testing framework. 

Division 2 chose CppUnit because test experts at a research division within the same 
business group located in USA made a research/evaluation with different frameworks and 
proposing CppUnit. A calculation was also made about how much time that might be 
saved using CppUnit instead of the in-house scripts based test framework and came to a 
conclusion that it can be up to ten times faster for making a test case. 

For further integration with visual studio a wizard for CppUnit was developed with the help 
of Visual Studio SDK (Software Development Kit). This made it very easy and fast to set 
up a test fixture and write test cases as the wizard automatically created a test class with 
a code skeleton that was easy to modify. 

4.4 Evaluation of unit test Frameworks 

In this section the evaluation of the frameworks is described. In Table 1, six unit test 
frameworks are presented and a motivation to why these frameworks were selected. 
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Unit test 
framework 

Reason it is in the evaluation 

CppUnit CppUnit is one of the most commonly used frameworks for native 
c++ code and that is why it is include this in this evaluation. 

CxxTest This framework is included since the portability aspects are good 
and CxxTest claims the user does not need to write so much for 
each test case. 

Boost Boost c++ libraries is used and liked by many people so it is 
interesting to find out what the unit test libraries could offer. 

Cfix Cfix is designed so that the user did not need to write as much for 
each test case. Since writing less code is important if many test 
cases are going to be created this framework looked promising. 

UnitTest++ UnitTest++ is designed with simplicity and portability in mind. After 
reading on the UnitTest++ homepage this framework seemed to be 
very interesting to try out. 

NUnit For the .NET platform the most used unit test framework seems to 
be NUnit. From a comparing point of view it would be interesting to 
compare the other chosen frameworks in the evaluation with this. 

Table 1: selection of frameworks 

 

To be able to make an objective evaluation of the unit test frameworks a simple test 
project was created, the UML (Unified Modeling Language) diagram of the program are 
shown in Figure 1.  

The project consists of two classes that inherit from a third and one class that uses the 
inheritance tree. The project has the basic functionality like operator overloading, template 
function and two functions that returns different exceptions. 

 

 

Figure 1: UML diagram of the test project 

Each of the frameworks in the evaluation tested equal sets of tests. 

1. Adding two Complex 

2. Adding two Real 

3. Adding two Complex with template function 

4. Adding two Real with template function 

5. Return of a super class 

6. Expected exception 
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4.4.1 CxxTest 

CxxTest (9) is a framework that was developed to be a lightweight framework that easily 
can be ported to different platforms. CxxTest uses Perl or Python to process the test code 
and generate a C++ file. The created file works as a runner/linker for the test files that 
leads to that no registration is needed for the test cases and test suites. The reporting 
features of CxxTest are limited to just output to the screen and no support for creating 
report files could be found. CxxTest comes with a simple GUI that can be used but the 
GUI does not provide much information about the tests, it only shows a progress bar while 
writing to standard output. The version tested was released in 2004 but a new release is 
planned with a major update (9). CxxTest is available for both Microsoft Windows and 
Linux but there are nothing mentioned about Windows CE in the documentation. CxxTest 
also integrate well with Visual Studio 2005. CxxTest is an open source framework that 
comes with GNU Lesser General Public License (10) license. 

4.4.2 Boost test library 

Boost libraries (11) are used by many organizations and the libraries also include Unit test 
framework (12) that was evaluated in this evaluation. Boost has support for reporting the 
result of the test execution to XML (Extensible Markup Language) files and can also be 
integrated with Visual Studio 2005. No information about if Boost unit test framework are 
able to execute under Windows CE could be found but Boost is designed to be portable 
over several platforms and with minimum dependencies. Boost has its own license, the 
Boost software license (13) and the license encourage both commercial and non-
commercial use. 

4.4.3 Cfix 

Cfix (14) is a xUnit framework for the C/C++ native language and are only released on the 
win32 platform. By fully exploiting the services provided by Windows Cfix can offer a 
framework that is easy to use and requires less effort to create test cases and suites. In 
the compilation step of Cfix, visual Studio creates a test module (a dll file) file instead of 
an exe file. The dll file can be opened with a program that is delivered with the framework, 
which can run all or a selection of fixtures. The documentation does not mention anything 
about creating log files for test automation and during the evaluation that feature seemed 
not to be supported. Integration with Visual Studio is supported and is designed to work 
with the debugger in Visual Studio. Cfix is a young framework, version 1.0 was released in 
2008 and is not so well known yet compared to CppUnit and NUnit. Cfix is released under 
GNU Lesser General Public License (10). 

4.4.4 CppUnit 

CppUnit started as a port of the famous JUnit. CppUnit is one of the most commonly used 
unit testing frameworks for native C++. For automation of the tests, text files or XML files 
can be created by CppUnit. The XML output can be customized with additional data, for 
example to add data when a test have been executed or add some statistics. The 
integration with Visual Studio gives quick feedback to the developer when executing the 
tests locally. CppUnit also deliver a GUI client if that is desired. CppUnit support all 32-bit 
MS Windows system and all POSIX systems and it can be used on WinCE by applying a 
patch (15) which can be downloaded, the patch was not tested in this evaluation. CppUnit 
is released under the Lesser General Public license (LPGL) (10). 

 

4.4.5 Unittest++ 

UnitTest++ is designed with simplicity and portability in mind. The developers of this 
framework are game developers and needed a framework that was easy to port to 
different hardware. Unittest++ is still a small framework compared to the more known 
CppUnit framework. For automation of tests Unittest++ can create XML log files. It is also 
possible to integrate Unittest++ with Visual Studio for quick feedback to the developer 
when running the tests. Unittest++ supports all 32-bit Windows systems and all POSIX 
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system. No information could be found on if it has been successfully ported to WinCE. 
The documentation seemed to be a bit outdated when the evaluation took place. The 
RunAllTest function has an overload that let you customize the behavior of the runner that 
had been deleted and been replaced with another function and there was no information 
about this. Instead we found out by examining the source code and later we also found 
more information on this in the Unittest++ email archive. Unittest++ is released under the 
MIT license (16). 

4.4.6 NUnit 

NUnit framework was originally a port from JUnit but has completely been redesigned to 
take advantage of many .NET language features. NUnit is written in C# and work for all 
.NET languages. NUnit tests have to be written in managed code but can test unmanaged 
code as well but things can get complicated as it is not supported. NUnit comes with a 
GUI and a NUnit console application for automation and integration with other systems. In 
the GUI there is an option to export results to an xml file and the console application 
automatically saves the result in an xml file. NUnit can also be integrated with Visual 
Studio. NUnit seems to be the biggest unit testing frameworks for the .NET environment 
and support all 32-bit MS Windows. NUnit is released under the zlib/libpng license (17).  

4.5 Summary of Evaluation of Unit Test Frameworks 

To make an overview of the evaluation, a table was created.  

Requirement CxxTest Boost Test Cfix CppUnit Unittest++ NUnit 

Native 
C++support 

OK OK OK OK OK NOT OK 

Windows CE 
support 

NOT OK NOT OK NOT OK OK NOT OK NOT OK 

Visual Studio 
support 

OK OK OK OK OK OK 

Well known OK OK NOT OK OK OK OK 

Report 
generation 

NOT OK OK NOT OK OK OK OK 

Table 2 Summary of unit test framework evaluation 

4.6 Results 

From Table 2 we can see that CppUnit is the only framework that fulfilled all requirements. 
It is relatively easy to set up test cases and test suites in CppUnit even though there are 
other frameworks like CxxTest and boost that takes less code for writing a test case and 
test suites, CppUnit is acceptable. Our overall judgment for CppUnit is that it is easy to set 
up and use. 

All frameworks included in this evaluation also supported exception handling. 

Four of the frameworks supported reporting to a text file or XML file for test automation. 
CppUnit was the only framework that has included support for modifying the report files 
with additional data. Since all frameworks are open source modifying the source code 
could be done to add additional data to the reports (and also other features), but the ability 
to modify the source code is not an aspect this evaluation have taken into account. 

Another big advantage for CppUnit is that it is well known and used by many people and 
companies. This makes it less likely to lack future releases (version 2 is under 
development) and slow development. The documentation for CppUnit also describes 
many important parts and examples. 
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CppUnit was also the only framework where there was any information on about support 
for Windows CE by applying a patch that could be downloaded. The patch, as stated 
earlier was not tested in this evaluation since we had no opportunity to test any of the 
frameworks on Windows CE. Perhaps it is easy to port the other frameworks to Windows 
CE but no information about this could be found.  

 This make us recommend CppUnit as the framework for Unit Testing at The Company. 

The interviews that was held with two other departments did not contribute so much for 
our evaluation among different unit test frameworks but it is good to know that our 
recommended tool for unit testing is the tool that Division 2 have decided to use in their 
production. 

In the literature survey some good practices on unit testing can be found for a successful 
implementation. 
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5 Build systems 

5.1 Introduction 

As The Company is going to start implement the component based system a new build 
system is desired, with a build system the build process can be automated. The build 
system can for example automatically check out the latest source code from the version 
control system, start the build and log the events of the build. If the build was successful 
the build number is incremented and the build is added to the version control system, if 
the build fails it stop the build and notifies the developers. If the build will take many hours 
a daily build server can be set up that every night build the system at a specific time. 

Today at The Company two different approaches for building is used. One product 
(Product A) uses Ant (18) and the Ant script is manually executed on the developers 
computers. The script automatically checks out source code from the version control 
system and starts the build. On the other products the developer manually check out the 
source code from the version control system and start the build locally on the developers 
own computer. One of the drawbacks when building locally is that it occupies resources 
on the computer and will make it hard to do other tasks mean while, on the other hand no 
dedicated build server is needed.  

The goal of this part of the thesis is to evaluate different build tools and recommend one of 
these to be used in a future build system. Presented below are the desired features for a 
build system at The Company. 

• Integration with a version control system so that the releases and associated 
source code is under version control.  

• Software is built exactly the same way every time a build is executed 

• Unique identity consisting of release number and build number 

• Version information should be available to the software which means it should be 
able to present the version of the software within the program being built, for 
example  storing the information in a manifest file 

• The build system will also run unit tests during the build and status of the tests 
should be saved in a log file, possibly also the build should fail if any unit tests fail 

• Other tools like code coverage, static code analysis and code churn tools should 
be possible to run during the build 

• Build system must work on multiple Visual Studio projects and components 

The outline for the section is as follows: Section 5.2 describes a literature survey of how to 
implement a build system. Section 5.3 describes the evaluation of the build tools Section 
5.4 contains the results from the evaluation. 

5.2 Literature survey 

Most of the literature found on build systems covers the subject of how the organization 
should use a daily build server rather than technical details on how to set up a build 
system. 

A successful implementation of a daily build server will lead to more continuously 
integrated source code and defects are detected early in the process since the code is 
integrated earlier (19). A daily build system must be integrated with a version control 
system so that the daily build system can check out the latest code before building (20).  

Before the developers check in code to the daily build system they need to make sure the 
code compile without errors and also have tested the code locally. Not until the 
developers are confident about the component is working it is ok to check in the 
component (20). In a daily build system it must be a serious act to check in code that lead 
to the build will break (19). 
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In (19) the authors writes that the development should be based on a single customer 
features instead of components that are a part of several features.  This will make sure 
that more consistent code is submitted to the daily build server. However, this might lead 
to that different feature teams might need to make changes to the same components and 
this need to be solved somehow. 

Common mistakes that both organizations have done in (21) is that the organizations did 
not have any guidelines for the developers when and how often they were required to 
check in new code to the daily build. Developers in both organizations did not test the 
components fully before adding components to the daily build, one of the reasons is that 
the organizations did not provide any guidelines for how to test the code.  

In (21) the authors writes that before checking in code developers should use the latest 
code of the system in the developers private builds for testing the components before 
checking in the source code. In one of the organizations the developers often used older 
versions of the system when testing the new component. The old version of the system 
does not need to comply with the latest version which will lead to the daily build might 
break after adding the component to the build system. The reason they identified in the 
study was that it were no guidelines for which version to use, the developers rather used 
stable versions and installation of the latest version would take too much time and effort.  

5.3 Evaluation of Build Tools 

In this evaluation four tools were investigated to see if they fulfill The Company’s desired 
features. Visual Studio is using MSBuild (22) to build its projects and as the Company 
uses Visual Studio in their production MSBuild was a natural candidate to look more in to, 
it is also free to use and is fully supported by Microsoft. NAnt (23) has been the obvious 
free to use build tool before the release of MSBuild and as NAnt has been around for a 
long time and is widely used it was included in this evaluation to see what it could do for 
The Company. Since both MSBuild and NAnt do have limited support for different trigger 
options and no interface towards the users to present various types of information of the 
builds another tool called Cruise Control .Net (24) was investigated. Cruise Control can be 
integrated with NAnt and MSBuild and provide more trigger options and also a web 
interface to present the status of the builds. Since NAnt and Cruise Control are both open 
source and free to use and MSBuild is free to use a commercial build tool, Automated 
Build Studio (25) , was added to the evaluation to see what it can offer compared to the 
free tools. 

To be able to evaluate the build system a tree structure is needed. One of the criteria’s 
from the company was to be able to add components into the build. A recursive solution 
was made to be flexible when a new component is introduced into the build. Build files are 
located in different levels of the tree, the MasterBuild will trigger the ComponentBuild files 
which are located in the first level subfolders. This leads to all components in the tree are 
going to be built. ComponentBuild files will then trigger the build files in the subfolder work 
and so on. There can be several versions under development for each component, this 
results in that the work folder can contain more than one subfolder. 
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Figure 2: Tree structure used in the evaluation 

 

 

5.3.1 MSBuild 

MSBuild (22) is the build platform for Microsoft and Visual studio. MSBuild is based on 
XML and the MSBuild files let the developers describe what items need to be built and 
with what configurations. The XML-file consists of, among other things, Tasks that are 
reusable units of code that perform build operations and Targets that group tasks together 
in a particular order. A dependency tree can be created to make sure of that different 
targets are executed before the called target. MSBuild is invoked from the command line 
with the appropriate options and can be run from any Windows computer even without 
Visual Studio installed. As Visual studio uses a hosted instance of MSBuild to build its 
projects it will guarantee that every time a build is started from MSBuild or from inside 
Visual studio the build will be identical. 

MSBuild comes with a set of tasks that covers the basic operations for a build system. If 
that is not enough there exist at least two packages (26) (27) of community tasks, together 
they consist of several hundreds of tasks available as open source and are free to use. 
Those will probably make MSBuild easier to set up. MSBuild can also run a task for 
executing any kind application or command from the command prompt. 

5.3.2 NAnt 

NAnt (23) is a build tool for the .Net framework and it uses XML files to configure what 
needs to be built. NAnt is a port of the popular java build tool Ant, the two frameworks 
follow the same basic principles. 

The NAnt XML-file consists of one project, a project consists of a number of targets and a 
target consists of a number of tasks. Tasks are NAnt operations for building the code, 
copying, checking out the latest files etc. NAnt have a functionality that can add 
dependencies to each targets to be sure that the pre conditions are filled. NAnt has no 
built in operations for actually building the source instead it has a task that triggers 
MSBuild to do the actual building of the source. 

NAnt itself is not fully developed, several tasks that important are missing and the current 
release of NAnt is a beta 1 released in December 2007 and no there are no upcoming 
release scheduled. NAnt contribution library (28) is a standalone project of tasks that can 
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be used by NAnt. With this tasks NAnt are able to pass the tested desired features made 
by The Company. 

5.3.3 Automated Build Studio 

ABS (Automated Build Studio (25)) is a commercial solution for creating daily builds from 
AutomatedQA. Instead of scripting ABS support visual macros that create a sequence of 
actions. The idea is that with visual design of macros users with no or little programming 
experience can create macros. ABS support many modern compilers and building tools, 
like Visual Studio and MSBuild. There is also an option to edit MSBuild files more visually 
inside ABS instead of using an xml editor. If there are any operation that the built-in 
operations do not support or a more complex behavior is needed ABS support scripting in 
Visual basic, Java script or Delphi script. ABS also comes with a web server where users 
can log on to and manage builds or see logs of executed builds and statistics. 

5.3.4 Cruise Control .Net 

Cruise control .Net (24) is not a build system itself but is a build server that triggers build 
scripts made for other build tools like MSBuild or NAnt. Cruise Control .Net is a port from 
Cruise Control which is made for java.  

Cruise control can trigger a build in different ways, it can be triggered to build every day at 
a specified time. Another trigger mechanism is that an application located in the tray on 
the developer’s computer can trigger a build at the server.  Since the server has a web 
interface a build can be triggered through that to. The web interface also give information 
about different builds, if they were successful or not, if the tests fail or not etc, and various 
types of graphs. 

5.4 Result  

Each of the build tools did fulfill all desired features presented in the introduction. 
However, there was not enough time to test dependencies, that is when components 
using other components. This could be solved in Visual Studio by creating a link to earlier 
releases of the components that will be used. Since dependencies was not tested the 
feature to create a manifest file were not tested either.  

None of the build tools have built in support for CppUnit for unit testing. But all build tools 
support executing applications via the command prompt. When invoking CppUnit via the 
command prompt unit test could be executed. If the build should fail when a test fails the 
script could be configured to handle this depending on if CppUnit will return true or false.  

Automated Build Studio is supporting creating build scripts more visually than the other 
build tools and can be a choice if that is desired. However our impression is that it is just 
as easy or easier to create scripts with NAnt or MSBuild. 

Since NAnt is still in beta and no plan for a full version release could be found it may be a 
bit risky as an organization to implement a complex build system based on an application 
that still is in beta development. As MSBuild is similar to NAnt it may be a better choice to 
use as a build tool instead. MSBuild is also fully supported by Microsoft and future 
releases are planned.  

Depending on what kind of build system that is desired Cruise Control .NET can be 
installed and integrated with MSBuild  to add more trigger options for automatic builds and 
also add support for a web interface to track builds and tests.  

Our recommendations for a build system are to use MSBuild as a build tool and if a daily 
build server is needed also use Cruise Control .Net and integrate it with MSBuild.  
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6 Test improvement 

6.1 Introduction 

The Company’s objective is to get to a situation where all products are following the same 
system test process. The goal for this part of the thesis is to identify appropriate and 
viable improvements of the current system test processes and to determine the maturity of 
the test process for three products from The Company. One of the identified 
improvements will be selected for further investigation the rest of this thesis. 

A first step towards a more mature test process includes a literature survey of different 
test process improvement frameworks. One of those frameworks will be used as a 
reference model and it will be helpful when identifying improvements for the test process. 
To be able to know what level of maturity The Company is at today an assessment was 
executed for the three products. 

The outline for the section is as follows: Section 6.2 describes a literature survey of the 
different test process improvement frameworks. Section 6.3 describes the choice of 
framework, Section 6.4 and 6.5 describes the assessment and analysis of the current 
situation, Section 6.6 contains improvement suggestions and finally Section 6.7 concludes 
this chapter with the results. 

6.2 Literature survey  

In this section four test process improvement frameworks are presented. The reason for 
choosing two of them (Test Process Improvement (TPI) (29) and Test Maturity Model 
Integrated (TMMI) (30)) is that these two frameworks are widely known. The other two 
(Minimal Test Practice Framework (MTPF) (31) and Test Improvement Model (TIM) (32)) 
are chosen because they aim at small and medium sized companies and it would be 
interesting to compare these two with the more known TPI and TMMI.  

To some extent these framework share the same fundamentals. TMMI, MPTF and TMI 
are staged frameworks which means that the companies need to address all process 
areas in one level and a level cannot be skipped. It help focus on a limited set of process 
areas before moving on to the next level. TPI is a continuously based framework and this 
means that the companies can be more flexible to choose process areas that the 
companies find more important to implement. 

TMMI requires more commitment from the organization from the start (30) than TPI that 
may be implemented on individual projects without strong commitment from the 
organization because it gives more freedom in what key areas to focus on.   

6.2.1 TPI (Test Process Improvement) 

TPI (29) is a framework developed by Tim Koomen and Martin Pol at Sogeti Netherlands. 
The framework is also published as a book and was released in 1999. The framework is 
based on knowledge and experience in testing collected at several companies.  

The model is divided into 20 key areas which cover the whole test organization. Each of 
the key areas is divided into levels of maturity ranging from A to D, but some of the key 
areas do not go as far as D. Each of the levels has a number of checkpoints for each key 
area and these checkpoints are the requirements for the level so to reach a certain level, 
the test organization needs to fulfill these checkpoints. 

For each level there is a section that describes some improvement suggestions, these can 
help the organization to satisfy the checkpoints for the next level.  

The level of maturity differs for each key area and level A for two key areas might not 
share the same level of maturity. The maturity matrix which is provided by TPI ranges the 
maturity of the key areas into a matrix where columns represent the maturity level 0-14 
where 14 is the most mature level and the key areas represented as rows. Table 3 TPI 
Maturity Matrix shows the maturity matrix.  
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Key area 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Test strategy   A         B       C   D   

Life cycle model   A     B                   

Moment of involvement     A       B       C   D   

Estimating and planning       A             B       

Test specification 
techniques   A   B                     

Static test techniques         A   B               

Metrics           A     B     C   D 

Test automation       A       B     C       

Test environment       A       B           C 

Office environment       A                     

Commitment and 
motivation   A       B           C     

Test functions and training       A     B     C         

Scope of methodology         A           B     C 

Communication     A   B             C     

Reporting   A     B   C         D     

Defect management   A       B   C             

Testware management     A     B       C       D 

Test process management   A   B               C     

Evaluation             A     B         

Low-level testing         A   B   C           

Table 3 TPI Maturity Matrix 

 

6.2.2 TMMI (Test Maturity Model Integrated) 

TMMI (30) have been developed by the TMMI foundation as a complement to CMMI that 
is a process improvement approach for organizations developing software but TMMI 
address the test process more detailed. TMMI is a staged model that uses the concept of 
maturity levels. The TMMI model consists of five different stages where the initial level 1 
stage is where every company belongs to until they fulfill every process areas in level 2. 
The process areas indicate where the organization should focus to improve its test 
process. Each process area consist of several test related activities that needs to be 
fulfilled to reach the next level. TMMI is often called top-down model because many of its 
initial process areas requires strong commitment from the management compared to TPI 
that is called bottom-up. TPI can be more suitable to address test improvement for a 
specific project without needing strong commitment from management.   
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Figure 3 TMMI maturity levels and process areas 

6.2.3 MTPF (Minimal Test Practice Framework) 

MTPF (31) is developed with the small and medium sized company in mind where more 
complex process models like TPI and TMMI are too extensive. MTPF is structured in five 
categories and is leveled in three phases. The first phase includes practices that are 
suitable for a company with approximately 10 developers. The second phase is including 
practices suitable for approximately 20 developers and so on. The idea is that as the 
organization grows the new practices solve the new issues created in the new larger 
organization. After the third phase a fourth phase could be appropriate but then the 
organization should start looking at TPI or TMMI instead. 

6.2.4 TIM (Test Improvement Model) 

TIM (32) consists of five different levels and each level has a different setup of key areas. 
The first level is a non-compliance level where every company starts at. To complete a 
level all key areas must be fulfilled. Normally to move on to the next level the all key areas 
must be fulfilled within the level but some organizations could start working on key areas 
from another level but a balanced improvement approach is recommended. 

6.3 Choice of Framework 

Both MPTF and TIM are aimed at small companies and could be used at The Company 
but limited information could be found on where those frameworks have been successfully 
implemented. More information could be found on TMMI and TPI as they are more widely 
used and gathered experience from many different companies. 

Our choice of framework is TPI as is requires less involvement from the organization and 
gives more freedom when choosing process areas to focus on that The Company find 
useful. 

 

6.4 TPI Assessment 

Due to limited time our TPI assessment is restricted to the first seven level one key areas 
(Test Strategy, life-Cycle model, Test Specification Techniques, Commitment and 
Motivation, Reporting, Defect Management, Test Process Management). 

To be able to complete the assessment interviews with responsible tester was held for 
each product. Also a survey of available test documents which consisted of test plan, type 
test records, type test description and test surveys was done. After the assessment we 
reconciled our assessment with the responsible testers. 
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The following tables (Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8, Table 9, Table 10) are 
describing the checkpoints and the results from the assessment where each table 
represents a key area. The first part of each table consist of the level A checkpoints for 
the key area provided by TPI (29).  Below the first part of the table a motivation and result 
for each of the products are presented. 

 

Nr. Key Area / Level / Checkpoint   

1 Test strategy   

1.A Test strategy for single high-level test   

1.A.1 A motivated consideration of the product risks takes place, for which knowledge of the system, its use 
and its operational management is essential. 

  

1.A.2 There is a differentiation in the depth of the tests, depending on the risks and, if present, depending 
on the acceptance criteria: not all subsystems are tested equally thoroughly and not all quality 
characteristics are tested (equally thoroughly). 

  

1.A.3 One or more test specification techniques are used, suited to the required depth of the test.   

1.A.4 For re-tests also a (simple) strategy determination takes place, in which a motivated choice between 
'test solutions only' and 'full re-test’ is made. 

  

      

1 Test strategy Product A OK 

1.A Test strategy for single high-level test   

1.A.1 A risk analysis is made. (Based on interview) OK 

1.A.2 The parts of the system with high risks are tested with more depth (Based on interview) OK 

1.A.3 A technique for test specification is used. OK 

1.A.4 A motivated choice is made if the whole product should be re-tested or just the sub system that have 
been modified. (Based on interview) 

OK 

      

1 Test strategy Product B OK 

1.A Test strategy for single high-level test   

1.A.1 A risk analysis is made. (Based on interview) OK 

1.A.2 Subsystems with high risks are partly tested with more depth but are not based on the risk analysis. 
(Based on interview) 

OK 

1.A.3 An informal technique for test specification exists, but it is not documented. (Based on interview) OK 

1.A.4 A motivated choice is made if the whole product should be re-tested or just the sub system that have 
been modified. (Based on interview) 

OK 

      

1 Test strategy Product C OK 

1.A Test strategy for single high-level test   

1.A.1 A risk analysis is made. (Based on interview) OK 

1.A.2 Subsystems with high risks are partly tested with more depth but are not based on the risk analysis. 
(Based on interview) 

OK 

1.A.3 An informal technique for test specification exists, but it is not documented. (Based on interview) OK 

1.A.4 A motivated choice is made if the whole product should be re-tested or just the sub system that have 
been modified. (Based on interview) 

OK 

      

Table 4: Key Area 1: Test Strategy 
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Nr. Key Area / Level / Checkpoint   

2 Life-cycle model   

2.A Planning, Specification, Execution   

2.A.1 For the test (at least) the following phases are recognized: planning, specification, and execution. 
These are subsequently performed, possibly per subsystem. A certain overlap between the phases is 
allowed. 

  

2.A.2 Activities to be performed per phase are:   

2.A.2.1 formulate assignment, determine the test basis, determine test strategy, set up organization, set up 
test deliverables, define infrastructure and tools, set up management, determine planning, produce 
test plan (phase Planning); 

  

2.A.2.2 design test cases and test scripts, specify intake of test object and infrastructure, realize test 
infrastructure (phase Specification); 

  

2.A.2.3 take in test object and infrastructure, set up starting test databases, execute (re)tests (phase 
Execution). 

  

      

2 Life-cycle model Product A OK 

2.A Planning, Specification, Execution   

2.A.1 Since all three phases (Planning, Specification and execution) exists this checkpoint is achieved. OK 

2.A.2 Activities to be performed per phase are:   

2.A.2.1 The documents Test plan and Test Survey do not contain any information about planning and 
organization however the responsible tester claims that the information exists in another document. 

OK 

2.A.2.2 Test cases are defined in System test case document.  OK 

2.A.2.3 The test bed and test object is set up and the test result of the execution is located in the documents 
Type Test Record and the system test status report. 

OK 

      

2 Life-cycle model Product B OK 

2.A Planning, Specification, Execution   

2.A.1 Since all three phases (Planning, Specification and execution) exists this checkpoint is achieved. OK 

2.A.2 Activities to be performed per phase are:   

2.A.2.1 Test plan do not contain any information about planning and organization (allocate personnel and 
responsibilities), however this information are located in the Project plan. (Based on interview) 

OK 

2.A.2.2 Test cases are defined in Type test description document. OK 

2.A.2.3 The test bed and test object is set up and the test result of the execution is located in the Type Test 
Record. 

OK 

      

2 Life-cycle model Product C NO 

2.A Planning, Specification, Execution   

2.A.1 All three phases (Planning, Specification and execution) exists this checkpoint is achieved. OK 

2.A.2 Activities to be performed per phase are:   

2.A.2.1 No test plan could be found but according to the responsible tester some of the information exists in 
another document. (Based on interview) 

NO 

2.A.2.2 Test cases are defined in Type test description document. OK 

2.A.2.3 The test bed and test object is set up and the test result of the execution is located in the Type Test 
Record. 

OK 

      

Table 5: Key area 2: Life-Cycle Model 
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Nr. Key Area / Level / Checkpoint   

5 Test specification techniques   

5.A Informal techniques   

5.A.1 The test cases are defined according to a documented technique.    

5.A.2 The technique at least consists of: a) start situation, b) change process = test actions to be performed, 
c) expected end result.  

  

      

5 Test specification techniques Product A OK 

5.A Informal techniques   

5.A.1 Test specification technique is located in the System Test Plan but the document is old, from 2001. OK 

5.A.2 The technique consist of start situation, test actions to be performed and expected end result. OK 

      

5 Test specification techniques Product B NO 

5.A Informal techniques   

5.A.1 The test cases are defined to a test specification technique but it is not documented. NO 

5.A.2 Since there is no documented process this checkpoint cannot be fulfilled. NO 

      

5 Test specification techniques Product C NO 

5.A Informal techniques   

5.A.1 The test cases are defined to a test specification technique but it is not documented. NO 

5.A.2 Since there is no documented process this checkpoint cannot be fulfilled. NO 

      

Table 6: Key area 5: Test Specification Techniques 
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Nr. Key Area / Level / Checkpoint   

11 Commitment and motivation   

11.A Assignment of budget and time   

11.A.1 Testing is regarded by personnel involved as necessary and important.   

11.A.2 An amount of time and budget is allocated to testing.    

11.A.3 Management controls testing based on time and money. A feature is that if the test time or budget is 
exceeded, initially a solution is sought within the testing (doing overtime or employing extra people when 
exceeding these limits or on the contrary cutting time and/or budget. 

  

11.A.4 In the team there is enough knowledge and experience in the field of testing.   

11.A.5 The activities for testing are full-time for most participants (therefore there are not many conflicts with 
other activities). 

  

11.A.6 There is a good relationship between the testers and other disciplines in the project and the 
organization. 

  

      

11 Commitment and motivation Product A OK 

11.A Assignment of budget and time   

11.A.1 The testing is regarded as important. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.2 Project has time and budget allocated for testing. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.3 Test time and budget is extended when exceeding time or budget. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.4 Within the test team there are enough knowledge about testing but more people need general 
knowledge about testing. (Based on interview) 

OK 

11.A.5 The person who performs the tests does not get disturbed by other activities. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.6 The relationship between the testers and other disciplines are good. (Based on interview) OK 

      

11 Commitment and motivation Product B NO 

11.A Assignment of budget and time   

11.A.1 Testing is regarded as important. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.2 Project has time and budget allocated for testing. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.3 Test time and budget is extended when exceeding time or budget. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.4 The person who performs the tests often lack general knowledge about testing and also lack knowledge 
about the product. (Based on interview) 

NO 

11.A.5 The testers could have conflicts with other activities. (Based on interview) NO 

11.A.6 The relationship between the testers and other disciplines are good. (Based on interview) OK 

      

11 Commitment and motivation Product C NO 

11.A Assignment of budget and time   

11.A.1 Testing is regarded as important and necessary by the personnel. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.2 Time and budget is allocated to testing. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.3 Test time and budget is extended when exceeding time or budget. (Based on interview) OK 

11.A.4 The person who writes the test cases often lack knowledge about testing. (Based on interview) NO 

11.A.5 Sometimes the participants get disturbed by other activities. (Based on interview) NO 

11.A.6 The relationship between the testers and other disciplines are good. (Based on interview) OK 

      

Table 7: Key area 11: Commitment and Motivation 
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Nr. Key Area / Level / Checkpoint   

15 Reporting   

15.A Defects   

15.A.1 The defects found are reported periodically, divided into solved and unsolved defects.    

      

15 Reporting Product A OK 

15.A Defects   

15.A.1 The defects are reported periodically, and divided into solved and unsolved. (Based on interview) OK 

      

15 Reporting Product B NO 

15.A Defects   

15.A.1 The defects found are only reported when it is needed. (Based on interview) NO 

      

15 Reporting Product C NO 

15.A Defects   

15.A.1 The defects found are only reported when it is needed. (Based on interview) NO 

      

Table 8: Key area 15: Reporting 
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Nr. Key Area / Level / Checkpoint   

16 Defect management   

16.A Internal defect management   

16.A.1 The different stages of the life cycle of the findings are administrated (up to and including retest).    

16.A.2 The following items of the finding are registered:    

16.A.2.1 - unique number   

16.A.2.2 - person entering the defect   

16.A.2.3 - date   

16.A.2.4 - seriousness category   

16.A.2.5 - problem description   

16.A.2.6 - status indication   

      

16 Defect management Product A OK 

16.A Internal defect management   

16.A.1 The life cycle from finding a defect up until re-test is administrated. (Based on interview) OK 

16.A.2 The following items of the finding are registered:    

16.A.2.1 The ID of the defect is located in System Test Status Report   OK 

16.A.2.2 The name of the person entering the defect are located in System Test Record OK 

16.A.2.3 The date are located in System Test Status Report   OK 

16.A.2.4 The seriousness of the defect are located in System Test Status Report.  OK 

16.A.2.5 The problem description of the defect is located In System Test Status Report.  OK 

16.A.2.6 The status of the defect is located in System Test Status Report. OK 

      

16 Defect management Product B NO 

16.A Internal defect management   

16.A.1 The life cycle from finding a defect up until re-test is administrated. (Based on interview) OK 

16.A.2 The following items of the finding are registered:    

16.A.2.1 The findings of defects are identified by the test ID located in type test record OK 

16.A.2.2 Person entering the defect located in type test record OK 

16.A.2.3 Date of the defect located in type test record OK 

16.A.2.4 Seriousness category are not located in type test record NO 

16.A.2.5 Problem description are located in type test record OK 

16.A.2.6 Status of the defect are not located in type test record NO 

      

16 Defect management Product C NO 

16.A Internal defect management   

16.A.1 The life cycle from finding a defect up until re-test is administrated. (Based on interview) OK 

16.A.2 The following items of the finding are registered:    

16.A.2.1 The findings of defects are identified by the test ID located in type test record OK 

16.A.2.2 Person entering the defect located in type test record OK 

16.A.2.3 Date of the defect located in type test record OK 

16.A.2.4 Seriousness category are not located in type test record NO 

16.A.2.5 Problem description are located in type test record OK 

16.A.2.6 Status of the defect are not located in type test record NO 

      

Table 9: Key area 16 Defect Management 
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Nr. Key Area / Level / Checkpoint   

18 Test process management   

18.A Planning and execution   

18.A.1 Prior to the actual test activities a test plan is formulated in which all activities to be performed are 
mentioned. For each activity there is an indication of the period in which it runs, the resources (people 
or means) required and the products to be delivered. 

  

      

18 Test process management Product A OK 

18.A Planning and execution   

18.A.1 Activities that are to be performed exist in the documents Type Test Plan and Test Survey but no 
information can be found regarding the period each activity it will run and which people will be 
responsible. However according to interview with the responsible tester the information could be found 
in project plan. (Based on interview) 

OK 

      

18 Test process management Product B OK 

18.A Planning and execution   

18.A.1 Activities that are to be performed exist in the Type Test plan but no information can be found 
regarding the period each activity it will run and which people will be responsible, however this 
information are located in the Project plan. (Based on interview) 

OK 

      

18 Test process management Product C NO 

18.A Planning and execution   

18.A.1 Since the test plan was not found but according to interview with the responsible tester some of the 
information are located in another document. (Based on interview) 

NO 

      

Table 10: Key area 18: Test Process Management 
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6.5 TPI Assessment summary 

The outcome of the TPI assessment is presented in Table 11. 11 of 21 key areas were 
approved and the reason for not more key areas are fulfilled is that the TPI checkpoints 
are specific when describing what needs to be fulfilled to get approved.  

  Product A Product B Product C 

Test strategy Fulfilled  Fulfilled Fulfilled 

Life-cycle model Fulfilled Fulfilled Not fulfilled 

Test specification techniques Fulfilled  Not fulfilled Not fulfilled 

Commitment and motivation Fulfilled  Not fulfilled Not fulfilled 

Reporting Fulfilled  Not fulfilled Not fulfilled 

Defect management Fulfilled  Not fulfilled Not fulfilled 

Test process management Fulfilled Fulfilled Not fulfilled 

Total fulfilled  7 / 7  3 / 7  1 / 7 

Table 11 Result of the TPI Assessment 

6.6 Improvement suggestions 

The TPI assessment and analyze of the current test processes resulted in the following 
improvement suggestions: 

• The document names and the information in the test documents differ for each of 
the products. In order to reach an equivalent test process a standard for the 
documents is needed. This can be done by following guidelines TPI provide or 
some other standard for test document description like IEEE 829-2008 (33). 

• Defect management life cycle differs for the products and needs to be a defined 
documented process that is equal for each product. TPI and TMAP provide some 
information of what the process should look like. A defined defect management 
life-cycle will help to get more control of the process and it will also be a good 
source for collecting metrics and trace quality improvements over time (34). 

• Defect management system to monitor the current status of reported defects. 
The system should be suitable for all the products. During the interviews 
responsible testers said that a defect management system suitable for their needs 
is desired. A suitable defect management system is important to implement 
according to the literature (29) and since one of the goal for The Company is to get 
to a situation where all products following the same test process the system should 
be suitable for all products. 

• Education of the testers is important. In TPI it is considered to be a requirement 
that the test team have enough of knowledge about testing. During interview with 
responsible tester for Product C they lack general knowledge of testing in the 
team. Educations of the testers that lack knowledge about testing are therefore 
recommended. 

• Test Cases for Product B and Product C are not based on the risks. The reason 
for this can be both or one of the two reasons: 

o Test case designers need more knowledge of the product risks 

o Risk analysis needs more focus on the product risks. 

However, the reasons are only an assumption since the risk documents were not 
analyzed we could not determine which one of the above assumptions is correct or 
even if neither one of them are correct. Some subsystems with higher risks are 
tested with more depth but this could not be derived from the risk analysis 
according to interviews. To be sure of that the test cases are designed with a 
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suitable depth depending on the risk of the subsystem the test cases should be 
based on the risks (29). 

• Test specification technique for product B and Product C exist, but only one 
informal test specification technique exists which are not documented.  Several 
test specifications techniques have to be documented and used by the test case 
designer to reach the required depth of the test that different subsystem requires. 
Several test specification techniques are described in (34). 

• Test plan 

o According to several sources (29) (33) (30) the test plan should contain 
information about responsibilities, activities and in which period they are to 
be executed. Product C does not even have a test plan, the other two 
products does not have planning and allocation of personnel in the test 
plan but if there are a reason to have this in another document it would be 
ok to have it there but it should be references to that document from the 
test plan. The reason for this is the test plan should contain all information 
that about everything about the test process or references where 
information can be found. It is also good to follow one standard for the test 
plan that can be used for all products so that The Company’s goal can be 
achieved which are that all products should follow the same test process. It 
will also be easier for new people to learn and understand the test process. 

• Low level testing is partly implemented on the Product A but is in need of further 
development. Product B and Product C have not implemented unit testing and 
should investigate how it can be implemented on those products. The reason to 
introduce low level testing is to catch errors earlier in the development. It is 
cheaper to correct errors in the early stage of development than correct errors late 
in the development (29). This can be done by following test specification 
techniques that are suitable for unit test which can be found in (34) (29). 

6.7 Results 

The first goal in this section was to do an assessment of the current test process at The 
Company. The framework used was TPI and the assessment showed that the current 
maturity of the test process at The Company is at low maturity for Product B and product 
C, Product A did pass the first seven key areas of the TPI model. Some of the key areas 
that are not fulfilled for Product B and Product C only require small adjustments to be 
approved.  

To increase the maturity of the test process it can be good to introduce a test process 
improvement model as a reference model, for example the TPI model. 

Next goal in this section was to identify improvement suggestions of the current test 
processes. None of the identified improvement suggestions in section 6.6 are suitable for 
further investigation for the last part in this thesis. After consulting with responsible people 
at The Company, test automation of the HMI was chosen to investigate further. Test 
automation is an interesting area for The Company to get more knowledge about since 
testing of the HMI at The Company needs to be improved. 

This assessment was done by interviewing the responsible testers and analysis of test 
documents for the products. The assessment was limited to a group of people and 
documents. To make a more complete TPI assessment more people and documents 
need to be available, more time for the assessment is also required. 
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7 Test automation 

7.1 Introduction 

During the Test process improvement evaluation improvement suggestions were identified 
which can be found in section 6.6. Since none of the improvement suggestions were 
suitable for this last part of the thesis test automation of the HMI was chosen to 
investigate further after consulting with The Company.   

The objective of this part of the thesis is to investigate if the company can further improve 
their automated tests and investigate if there are any benefits of automate testing of the 
HMI. Some of the benefits could be save time, resources and give confidence about the 
quality. It is also desired that the outcome of this chapter identify recommendations of how 
The Company should proceed with test automation of the HMI. 

There was not enough time to do a full investigation among the different tools that exists 
for automated HMI tests. Another department (From now on called the Test Department) 
within the same company has recently switched to TestComplete (5) for automated tests. 
To keep things simple, TestComplete was chosen as the tool for evaluating automated 
HMI tests.  

To evaluate if automated testing of the HMI could be useful for the Company two products 
were chosen from their product range to be evaluated together with TestComplete. To 
obtain realistic test cases for the company’s products a meeting was held with the test 
responsible for Product A and Product B. During this meeting a number of test cases were 
discussed that could have a big impact if those were to be automated. From this 
discussion one test case for each product was selected for automation. The general idea 
with this approach is to obtain experiences useful to the company while automating the 
test cases using TestComplete. 

The outline of this section is as follows: Section 7.2 describes a literature survey mostly 
from an economical and organizational perspective, Section 7.3 describes the tool 
TestComplete, Section 7.4 provides an analysis of the experiences gathered from 
automating the mentioned test cases, Section 7.5 describes recommendations for The 
Company how they should proceed with Test Automation of the HMI and finally, Section 
7.6 contains results made from the analysis. 

7.2 Literature survey   

Based on (35) (36) (37) (38), the economical perspective of test automation is very 
important. Other information that is also mentioned in the literature is the work that is 
needed to be done before that actual implementation of automated testing and to make 
sure the organization is mature enough for automated testing (29) (39). 

A common expectation when applying automated testing is that it will save time, lower the 
costs and assure quality of the product but to have these expectations is a mistake 
according to report (37) (36). Ramler et al write in (38), larger projects investments on test 
automation should always be analyzed from an economic perspective with respect to 
costs, benefits and return on investment. This approach is recommended by TPI as well, 
one of the first checkpoints when starting automation of test with a capture and playback 
tool is that a cost/profit analysis is created before the starting automating the tests (29). 

Since the expectations often are very high, the return of investment is calculated to be 
shorter than it should be for many companies, often resulting in automation of tests being 
abandoned as soon as they realize that their calculations are too high. However there are 
aspects that are harder to measure, one aspect is that with test automation the release 
cycle can be shorter since tests can be executed more frequently and defects can be 
caught earlier. Another is that the testers can be released from boring monotonous tasks 
and focus on writing better test cases instead (35) (37). 
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Fewster writes in (37) that the requirements for succefull GUI tests is that they have to be 
maintainable, modular, robust and well documented. Mark also writes that a well 
developed GUI test methodology are required for successful GUI testing since GUI testing 
is software engineering. 

In (37) the authors present three different techniques for recording test cases, the “adhoc” 
technique where the tester has only a few ideas in his head of what should be tested. The 
second technique is “vague manual scripts” where the tester has some notes of what 
should be tested and what the result should be. The third technique is “detailed manual 
scripts” where the test case and the expected result are clearly specified. 

7.3 TestComplete Overview 

TestComplete (5) is a tool for automated testing developed by AutomatedQA and 
automates tests for Windows, Web, .NET, Java, Flash and Win CE applications. 
TestComplete automates user interface/functional testing, it can also be used for test 
databases and http load testing. Tests can be recorded or manually scripted with any of 
the supported languages. With keyword operations tests can be setup without any 
programming experience but is less flexible than scripting. 

Checkpoints are TestCompletes verification/comparison operations, TestComplete can 
compare images, files, WebPages, objects and object properties, XML, database queries. 
TestComplete records object-based operations instead of recording coordinates within an 
HMI, this will make the recorded test more robust if there are any changes to the user 
interface and less time will be needed to maintain the scripts. It is possible to record 
coordinates as well which can be desired for some operations.  With Data driven testing 
test loops can retrieve input data from storage (Excel, text files etc) and then process the 
data and when the operation is done verification of the result is needed. TestComplete 
have operations to deal with unexpected windows so that if a large test project is running 
it does not break the execution of the tests. It is also possible to integrate TestComplete 
with MSBuild and executing the automated test from MSBuild projects. 

7.4 Experiences in using TestComplete  

As stated earlier two products were chosen to evaluate if TestComplete could be useful 
for the company to automate HMI testing. It resulted in some observations that need to be 
taken into consideration when automating testing of the HMI. 

Our approach to get more familiar with TestComplete was to try out the program on both 
products. At first our recorded scripts contained sequences of actions that involved 
several steps of the test case, however that was not successful. The execution of the 
scripts broke almost every time giving errors like “waiting for object” or the execution just 
stopped and crashed the computer. To try to avoid these problems it seemed that being 
more consistent when recording and start divide the script into smaller scripts and/or small 
functions will run the script with a reduced risk of breaking the execution, this was also 
recommended from the Test Department. With shorter scripts execution did not break as 
often as with longer scripts. 

TestCompletes automatic name mapping (Name mapping is TestCompletes way of 
identifying objects in the tested application) of objects might cause some conflicts. The 
Test department recommended to use the Refresh function that updates the tree of the 
current running process, it windows and child objects. This will help ensure that the tree 
corresponds to the actual process running in the system, the windows it have and the 
objects that belong to these windows. The function RefreshMappingInfo in Test Complete 
verifies that the object and it child objects exists. Running these functions seemed to help 
the execution of the script without getting “waiting for object” message on screen. 
Sometimes when the script opens a new window or clicking a button it can be good to use 
the delay command to make sure that the window is ready when TestComplete tries to 
run the next command. 

After the playback of the recorded test scripts verification needs to be done so that the 
result are as expected. In both products there are many dynamic diagrams that the 
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company wants to verify. TestComplete do not have any features for verifying this. One 
way of a doing this is to make the diagram static which makes it possible to verify, the 
problem is that it will take some time preparing static input data and will not simulate the 
real representation of the graphs when running the system. Another solution is to have 
TestComplete automatically take screenshots of the graphs and afterwards have a tester 
to verify the screenshots.  

To have the test scripts run as smooth as possible and also keep the maintenance time 
low as possible a good structure of the scripts is needed. Use project variables rather than 
writing hard coded string and numbers for easier maintenance. Comment the scripts with 
identification number that is mapped to the test case. The objects of the tested application 
should have proper naming, so that the tester easier can follow the scripts and execution. 

Our approach when recording test cases was the “adhoc” technique which is described in 
section 7.2.  With this technique it is easy to forget some steps when recording. By using 
a more detailed technique that describes different steps of the test case and what needs 
to be verified will make the recording more structured. 

Product A did not work well with TestComplete, the application crashed often or 
TestComplete did not find objects it was looking for. The reason for this could not be 
found, it may be that the program of Product A can be designed in a way that do not work 
well with TestComplete or it might just be that TestComplete do not work well with Java 
applications, but no information regarding problems when running TestComplete with 
Java application could be found on TestCompletes support forum or internet with the help 
of Google. Product B however worked well with TestComplete which HMI was developed 
with .NET. 

7.5 Recommendations for further work 

• An important step before implementing test automation of the HMI is to create a 
cost/profit analysis. As the literature survey stated there are several projects that 
have failed when automating tests just because they have miscalculated the 
amount of work needed for maintaining the test cases. TPI cover how to do such a 
cost/profit analysis. 

• Evaluate what test cases that could be automated and create new ones that cover 
the areas of HMI that have insufficient testing today. 

• To fully understand and make use of Test Complete education of Test Complete 
are recommended.  

• Product A did not work well with Test Complete, the approach for further work 
would be to contact Automated QA and address them with the problem to see if 
there are any solutions. 

• For Product B the next step would be to start evaluate what test cases are suitable 
for test automation after the cost/profit analysis has been created and approved.   

7.6 Result  

Automated testing may not be as trivial as it seems, it is possible that it not lower cost or 
saved time at least in the initial phase. However, with automation regression testing can 
be more frequent and that leads to faster release cycles and give more confidence about 
the quality of the application. 

One of the goals was to investigate if automating some test cases could be useful to save 
time compared to manual testing. Our impression after been working with automating 
testing on Product A and Product B with TestComplete is that it will take more time than 
expected, this is also what the literature survey is stating. 

To implement automated testing education of TestComplete is needed and also the tester 
needs to have good knowledge about the system under test. Our knowledge of the 
products was limited and it probably made the test automation take more time than 
needed. A review of the test cases is needed to see which tests could be useful for test 
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automation. Test cases that are suitable for automated testing should be rewritten in a 
structured way where the test case and the expected result are clearly specified, also 
known as the “detailed manual script” technique mentioned in the literature survey. 

To reduce maintenance it is good to introduce testing early in the process when 
developing the products. With proper naming of objects related to GUI in the tested 
application it will be easier to follow and understand the test scripts and execution of the 
tests. When changes are made to the application that affects the GUI it needs to be 
communicated to the testers that can update the test scripts if needed. That might seem 
trivial but the Test Department experience is that it took a while before the developers 
started to communicate changes to the testers. 

Before automating the tests The Company needs to make sure it is mature enough, this 
will be accomplished by start doing what section 6.6 describes. Since our TPI evaluation 
only involved the first level of key areas there exist more key areas to focus on before 
implementing automated testing. 
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